JOURNAL OF THE SENATE

Tuesday, May 7, 2019

The Senate was called to order at 4:45 p.m. in accordance with the provisions of Senate Rule 9(d), and under the authority of the President Pro Tempore and the Senate Republican Leader.

The prayer was offered by Acting Chaplain, Carmela Balducci of Deep River, Connecticut.

The following is the prayer:

Help us to live a creative life, to lose our fear of being wrong.

Pursuant to Senate Rule 9(d) the Senate is called into Session, by the Office of the Senate Clerk’s under the authority of the President Pro Tempore and the Senate Republican Leader.

It is hereby moved that Senate Agenda Number 1, dated Tuesday, May 07, 2019, is adopted, the items on said Agenda shall be acted upon as indicated and that the Agenda shall be incorporated into the Senate Journal and Senate Transcript.

INTRODUCTION OF SENATE RESOLUTIONS

The following Senate Resolutions are referred to the Committee on Appropriations:

S.R. No. 28 RESOLUTION PROPOSING APPROVAL OF A MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT JUDICIAL BRANCH AND THE UNION OF PROFESSIONAL JUDICIAL EMPLOYEES, AFT/AFT-CT, CONCERNING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND OTHER EMPLOYEES.

S.R. No. 29 RESOLUTION PROPOSING APPROVAL OF A MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT JUDICIAL BRANCH AND THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT JUDICIAL EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 749, AFSCME, AFL-CIO.

S.R. No. 30 RESOLUTION PROPOSING APPROVAL OF AN INTEREST ARBITRATION AWARD BETWEEN THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT AND THE CONNECTICUT STATE POLICE UNION (NP-1).

S.R. No. 31 RESOLUTION PROPOSING APPROVAL OF A MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT JUDICIAL BRANCH AND THE
UNION OF PROFESSIONAL JUDICIAL EMPLOYEES, AFT/AFT-CT, CONCERNING THE COUNSEL, LEGAL SERVICES JOB CLASSIFICATION.

S.R. No. 32 RESOLUTION PROPOSING APPROVAL OF A MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT AND THE CONNECTICUT EMPLOYEES UNION INDEPENDENT, SEIU, LOCAL 511.

S.R. No. 33 RESOLUTION PROPOSING APPROVAL OF A TENTATIVE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT AND THE ADMINISTRATIVE AND RESIDUAL (P-5) BARGAINING UNIT.

ADJOURNMENT

The Senate at 4:48 p.m. adjourned under provisions of Senate Rule 9(d) subject to the call of the chair.